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AEA Technology
QSA Inc.

40 North Avenue

BurfingtonMA 01803

Telephone(781) 272-2000

Telephone(800) 815-1383

Facsimile (781) 273-2216

Ms. Margaret M. Doane, Deputy Director
Mail Stop 04E21
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
One White Flint
Rockville, MD 20852

24 Oct 2005

Dear Ms Doane:

Enclosed please find an import/export license request for your review. We had submitted
an application in Jun 2005 (prior to final rule publication) in order to allow adequate time
for issuance and implementation of the license. We have not received any documented
feedback on that application. With the publication of the final rule and recently received
(5 Oct 05) guidance from your office, we have modified the original license application.

Please note that AEA Technology QSA Inc has recently changed ownership and the new
name is QSA Global Inc. There is no change in the organizational structure or
safety/regulatory programs of our facility.

I have reviewed the final rule in 10 CFR 110 and the LAEA Guidance on Import and
Export of Radioactive Sources and conclude that this application request meets the
requirements specified in these documents.

This letter contains the following requests with the applicable justifications:

1) Import/Export license request for Category 1 quantities of Ir-192.
2) Import/Export license request for Category 2 quantities of Ir-192, Co-60, Se-75

and AmBe.
3) Advance notifications methods for Category 1 shipments - Request for Exemption
4) Advance notifications methods for Category 2 shipments - Request for Exemption
5) Continued shipment of Category 2 sources to countries not listed on the NRC

approved list.
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Import/Export Category I Quantity

For Category 1 sources, we request an import/export license for the bulk Ir-192 material
we receive from reactors. We import packages containing in excess o f of Ir-192,
approximately 2-3 times a month from the suppliers listed in Attachment 1. Please note
that the supplier information is considered proprietary under 10 CFR 2.390.

Although we do not routinely export quantities of Category 1 back to the supplier, we
may potentially need to return these quantities to the supplier, therefore we request that
the license cover both the import and export of this material.

Import/Export Category 2 Quantities

For Category 2 sources, we request that an export/import license be issued for the
shipment of greater than Category 2 quantities if Ir-192, Co-60, Cs-137, Se-75 and
AmnBe to the countries listed in Attachment 2 (please note this information is considered
proprietary under 10 CFR 2.390). The countries are separated by priority into three
groups. The first are the countries where we ship more thana year, the second
is countries where we ship approximate jga year and the last grouping, are
countries where we ship a few sources a year.

We request that the export license be issued listing out the countries and not the end
users, this is consistent with the guidance given in the IAEA document for Category 2
sources in paragraph 25 in the IAEA Code of Conduct on the Safety and Security of
Radioactive Sources and is allowed under the LAEA guidance document under paragraph
1 la.

QSA Global will then use the same method as used for shipment to domestic users in US
and Canada. We check each user's license prior to every shipment to assure they are
authorized for the source and equipment requested. This is a computerized system and
can also be double checked manually as we retain a hard copy of all customer licenses
issued by the NRC, Agreement States and Canada.

From reviewing copies of foreign licenses we have received, even though they are in the
language of the country of origin, it is normally possible to make out the address, isotope,
quantity of material and expiration date if given. We request that it is not necessary to
have the licenses translated as the important information is readily understood. We can
check validity of license by comparing the name of the Regulatory Authority that issued
the license against the IAEA contact list A draft of the revised license verification
procedure is enclosed describing the proposed process, Work Instruction R-3 105, see
section 4.5.5.

The activity of the sources that we ship are typically f Ir-192, most are returned
at below AI as the half life is only 74 days. We currently receive sources back from
approximately 12 countries that are above a Category 2 quantity, however if a customer



has a problem with a source they will need to return it to QSA Global expeditiously and
can not wait for it to decay to below_. Therefore we request that the import
license be combined with the export license and authorize import from any country that
we are authorized to export to.

In addition to the radioactive materials license check, we still also have to ensure we meet
all the US Customs requirements. This involves checking the Customs website and
denied entity list and other sources of information. This ensures another level of security
in assuring the recipient is valid and appropriately authorized.

If the NRC can not issue the import/export license by country we request that the listing
of our current distributors in Attachment 3 be authorized (please note this information is
considered proprietary under 10 CFR 2.390). This is a listing of distributors and includes
a couple of larger customers and is not a complete list of all end users, as customers
change frequently. Copies of licenses are attached.

Although we primarily ship to distributors, there are many times we have to ship direct to
their customers or to a new customer. We will not know of this need until close to time of
the shipment, so it is impossible to list all known end users~in this current license
application. This will necessitate frequent amendment requests to be processed on an
expeditious basis by both QSA and the NRC, creating additional administrative burden.

To avoid this burden, we request approval for the following alternative:
As long as the customer is located in a country on the approved list, we will obtain a copy
of the license and verify validity. If license is valid, we will ship and provide required
notification to NRC and receiving country. The name of customer and copy of license
will be sent in to NRC as an administrative update to license, however we do not have to
wait to have license formally amended.

This alternative provides adequate safety and security of shipment, as the country is
already approved. In addition as long as license is valid, the end user is appropriately
authorized. This will save unnecessary work for both QSA and NRC.

Advance Notification Category 1 Quantities

Although not specifically part of the license application process, we would like to
propose methods to comply with the advance notification requirements specified in 10
CFR 110. For the imports of material above Category 1, we are currently required to
report these shipments to the NRC Operations Center under an NRC issued security
order. I would propose that this notification remains in place and it is accepted as meeting
the new requirement in 10 CFR 110.
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Advance Notification Category 2 Quantities

We request an exemption to 10 CFR 110.50(b)(4) for advance notification of at least 24
hours. We do not typically have the specific details on the source being shipped until the
day it is built and subsequently shipped, which is usually the same day. In most cases it
will not be possible to give 24 hours advance notice.

For advance notifications on exports of Category 2 sources, we propose notification via
an email system to both NRC and the importing country upon shipment of the source. At
that point in time we would have the specific details of the shipment, ie model numbers,
serial numbers and actual activities along with any tracking information. This would
provide much more useful information if an investigation had to be performed, if there
were a problem.

We request an exemption to 10 CFR 11 0.50(b)(i)(li) so that we are not required to
forward a copy of the foreign recipient's license to the NRC and receiving country.
This is not required under the IAEA guidance and adds an administrative burden on each
shipment. It is not clear what value this adds, this practice is not currently done for
domestic shipments. All checks of licenses prior to shipment are done in accordance with
established procedures under our radioactive materials license and QA program. This
process is audited during routine inspections to assure compliance that adequate licenses
are on file and proper license review is performed prior to release of radioactive material
shipments.

We request an exemption to 10 CFR 11 0.50(b)(7) for submitting the required advance
notification information in accordance with 10 CFR 2.390. This would require a signed
affidavit for each transmittal of the information required. This will be a daily occurrence
for QSA due to the number of export shipments. This is a huge administrative and
financial burden, as each affidavit has to be notarized. If the intent is to keep the
information as "Official Use Only", this can be done with appropriate statements on the
transmittal. This is consistent with what is currently done on other notifications required
under security orders. This is also consistent with the proposed rulemaking for
information that is to be entered into the National Source Tracking System. QSA can
mark the advance notification information as OUO and meet the current level of security
on information.

Continued Shipment of Category 2 Sources

We are very concerned about the potential for disruption of trade after 28 Dec 2005 if
some of the countries on our requested export list are not on the NRC approved country
list. We have recently been provided guidance (5 Oct 05) from your office on some of
the requirements for requesting "exceptional circumstances" licenses if country is not on



approved list. However as there is no list of approved countries at this point in time from
NRC we cannot identify those countries which would require an exceptional
circumstance license to make our requests.

Once that list is established we would request one license to cover all the current
countries that do not appear on the list. We would request that for countries that do not
appear on the NRC approved list after 28 Dec 2005, that QSA Global is allowed to
continue to ship to distributors and users where there is an established previous business
relationship. We have been shipping to these distributors and users for many years
without any.problems in terms of safety and export control. They have demonstrated the
ability to handle the sources safely and have adequate routes for disposal of the sources.

We request that these lists be reviewed as soon as possible and feed back given to AEA
on any country that may not be approved by the NRC by end of 2005, so we can try and
determine if there are any possible shipping options or breach of contract issues related to
in process orders.

Summary

I have enclosed a copy of Form 7 and attachments for your review. I appreciate the
opportunity to discuss the details of this license application and look forward to resolving
any administrative hurdles, so the processing is not an undue burden on the NRC or QSA
while still meeting the commitments given in the rule and IAEA guidance.

We request expeditious processing of these requests so we can make some critical
operational decisions and start to implement the necessary compliance systems. Once you
have had the opportunity to review this information, I would like to discuss your
comments and the path forward Please contact me at 781-505-8210. Thank you for your
time.

Sincerely,

Cathleen Roughan
Director, Regulatory Affairs and Quality Assurance
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AFFIDAVIT OF INFORMAT[ON CONFIDENTLALITY
UNDER 10 CFR 2.390

I hereby certify that the attached information related to suppliers of bulk radioisotopes to
QSA Global Inc and the countries that QSA Global, Inc ships product into contains
information of a confidential and proprietary nature.

This information is held confidential by QSA Global, Inc. and is intended for use
only by QSA Global, Inc. and its authorized subsidiaries and vendors subsequent
to the and distribution of by QSA Global, Inc. Information related to the countries
that QSA Global does business with is maintained confidential as this relates
directly to QSA Global, Inc's ability to grow and maintain its business interests
related to these products.

* This information was transmitted and received by the USNRC in confidence in
support of our application for export and import shipments in accordance with 10
CFR 110.

* The information attached to this affidavit (our suppliers, distributors and the
countries where we conduct business) is not available in any public sources,
therefore, we request that the USNRC maintain the confidentiality of this
information during the review and evaluation process for the import and export
licenses under .10 CFR 110.

* The knowledge of the countries where we currently export could be used by our
competitors to put us at a market disadvantage should they decide to use this
information to identify potential countries and customers where and with whom
we have already spent considerable money and time in developing relationships.
As such QSA Global, Inc. considers this information confidential.



* Release of this information to the general public could put QSA Global, Inc. at a
competitive disadvantage from competitors, and therefore, I request that this
information be withheld from public disclosure under the provisions of 10 CFR
2.390.

Signed: ate: P) 4JfC -

Lawrence K Swift
President
QSA Global Inc.

NOTARIZATION

State of Massachusetts, County of Middlesex, ss. Subscribed and sworn to before me this
24th day of October,2005.

8;LwH,NotaryPublic
Melissa J. Fo a

My Commission Expires ______

MELISSA J. FORTUNA
NOTARY PUBLIC

MyCoWmdsft jbes kb 11, 2006


